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A B S T R A C T

A multi-phase chemical reactor network (CRN) is developed and applied to investigate solid fuel combustion
under oxy-fuel atmospheres in a laboratory-scale combustion chamber. The development of a novel solid-gas
plug flow reactor (sPFR) allows the full coupling of solid and gas phase processes to increase the fidelity in
CRN modeling. Together with the recently developed solid-gas perfectly stirred reactor (sPSR), the new sPFR
is applied within a multi-phase reactor network to model the complex features of the investigated application.
To design an initial reactor network, a hybrid experimental and computational fluid dynamics (CFD)-driven
approach is being pursued, taking into account both global and local information on flow and temperature
fields. Initially, an in-depth investigation of the physical processes is conducted, covering solid fuel conversion
processes such as devolatilization and char conversion, along with the thermochemical characteristics of the
flue gas. In particular, the prediction of carbon monoxide (CO) emissions is analyzed in detail by means
of sensitivity analyses. Based on the findings of the sensitivity study, the network complexity of the initial
reactor network is increased to enable an accurate prediction of the CO formation in comparison to the
experiments. Finally, the formation of nitric oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and aromatic pollutants is
discussed, highlighting the importance of detailed chemistry in solid fuel combustion at technically relevant
scales.
1. Introduction

Mitigating industrial emissions from power plants is highly relevant,
particularly due to the significant contribution of hydrocarbon fuel
combustion to CO2 emissions [1]. Oxy-fuel combustion coupled with
carbon capture and storage (CCS) presents a promising approach for
achieving substantial reductions in CO2 emissions from power plants.
By replacing the atmospheric N2 with CO2 prior to combustion, the
flue gas mainly consists of CO2. However, substituting N2 with CO2 sig-
nificantly affects the combustion process, due to the different physical
properties of CO2, such as a higher heat capacity [2].

To gain a profound understanding of combustion processes under
oxy-fuel atmospheres, experimental studies were performed at vari-
ous configurations, ranging from laboratory-scale combustion [3–5] to
pilot-scale systems [6,7]. Moreover, recent numerical studies demon-
strated that the main combustion characteristics and detailed flow
behavior are consistent with experiments [8–10]. One major drawback
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for detailed CFD simulations for designing technical relevant plants is
prohibitive computational costs associated with the multi-physics and
multi-scale problem. In particular, the direct coupling of a detailed
flow with physical and chemical processes during the pulverized coal
combustion (PCC) process, including gas-phase reactions, devolatiliza-
tion and heterogeneous char oxidation requires a large computational
effort. To capture the complex chemistry considering solid and gas-
phase reactions, simplified global kinetics are often used [8,11]. While
these methods correctly capture global characteristics, the prediction
of minor species, such as (CO), remains challenging [12].

As an alternative to CFD, scale-reduced modeling approaches have
emerged. They present an efficient method to provide a precise pre-
diction of pollutants also in complex systems [13–16]. Due to the low
computational effort compared to CFD, they can present a path towards
simulation aided-design of larger-scale combustion systems. Chemical
reactor network (CRN) models allow the coupling of detailed chemical
kinetics (comprising hundreds of species and tenthousands of reactions)
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to a simplified flow representation. By dividing complex systems into
functional macro zones, so-called compartments [17,18], flow patterns
can be represented by ideal reactor models [13].

The approach was initially applied on a pilot-scale furnace to predict
nitrogen oxides [14,19,20]. The flow and temperature fields were
taken from a CFD study with simplified chemistry. Using this data,
Perfectly Stirred Reactors (PSR) were applied on zones larger than the
CFD cells and calculated with detailed chemistry. In a recent study,
Trespi et al. [13] demonstrated that the reactor network approach can
predict CO emissions in single-phase oxy-fuel combustion. To represent
the complex flow behavior more accurately, a reactor network consist-
ing of PSRs and Plug Flow Reactors (PFR) for straight flow patterns with
fully coupled recycle streams is considered. The CRN design is based on
a hybrid approach [17] using experimental and CFD data.

Initial efforts have also been made to further develop CRN ap-
proaches for multi-phase applications [21–25]. Menage et al. [21] de-
signed a CRN from CFD simulations of PCC for several pulverized coal
jet flames in a flat flame reactor using PSRs. A global devolatilization
scheme and a simplified representation of char oxidation, accounting
for solid conversion, were coupled with a detailed gas-phase kinetic
mechanism to examine devolatilization rates and concentration profiles
of various gaseous species. Ishihara et al. [22] performed a CRN anal-
ysis for an industrial scale pulverized-coal fired burner to investigate
the potential of ammonia co-firing. Focussing on the prediction of NOx
emissions, they employed a detailed gas-phase mechanism coupled with
simplified solid-gas reactions involving the reactions of NO with soot
and char. In the context of biomass gasification in a fluidized bed
reactor, a solid-gas perfectly stirred reactor unit (sPSR) was recently
introduced by Berkel et al. [25]. This reactor type fully couples the
gas and solid phase reactions. A reactor network that combines the
multi-phase sPSR together with gas-phase PFRs using detailed descrip-
tions of both gas-phase and solid-phase chemistry by the CRECK-S-B
model [26], was designed to investigate biomass conversion.

As mentioned above, reactor network analyses in the context of
solid fuel conversion have focused exclusively on coupled solid and gas
reactions in PSR units. However, to better capture the fluid dynamics
in compartments with a straight flow pattern, using a multi-phase
plug-flow reactor unit is desirable. Therefore, this work introduces a
solid-gas plug flow reactor (sPFR) model that enables the design of a
complex reactor network. This development allows, for the first time,
the application and assessment of multi-phase CRNs employing detailed
chemistry on a laboratory-scale combustor with a complex flow field
under oxy-fuel atmospheres.

The outline of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 first
describes the basics of CRN modeling, followed by a detailed discussion
of the new solid-gas plug flow reactor. Subsequently, the chemical
modeling for solid fuel conversion is summarized. Section 3 presents
the experimental configuration and numerical simulations enabling the
hybrid approach. Section 4 discusses the results of the initial CRN, as
well as sensitivity-based network designs. Finally, Section 5 summarizes
the main findings of this work.

2. Modeling and numerics

Chemical reactor networks consist of several components. Ideal
reactor models describe the chemical reactions in the respective func-
tional zones. Generally, two types of reactors are employed to describe
the characteristic flow behavior of the system. Regions with strong
mixing, such as recirculation zones (RZ), are modeled with a PSR.
The PFR model approximates straight flow patterns. Within a multi-
phase CRN, streams contain gas and solid mass flows consisting of
species that represent the respective phase. Further, auxiliary units for
mixing and splitting the flow are required to connect and split streams
originating from different units for the connection between reactors.
Furthermore, recirculated flows can be taken into consideration such
that a unit’s input relies on its output, and a fully coupled solution must
2

Fig. 1. Generic reactor network containing a sPSR (R1), the novel sPFR (R2) as well
as mixing (M1) and splitting (S1) units.

be calculated for this particular segment of the network. Fig. 1 gives an
example of a generic CRN configuration.

Ideal mixing in multi-phase CRNs is already tackled with the sPSR
model. The mass balance equations for the zero-dimensional reactor are
formulated across the entire reactor volume as follows:
d�̇�𝑖,Gas

d𝑡
= �̇�in,Gas ⋅ 𝑌𝑖,in − �̇�in,Gas ⋅ 𝑌𝑖,out + �̇�𝑖 ⋅MW𝑖 ⋅ 𝑉 = 0 (1)

d�̇�𝑗,Solid

d𝑡
= �̇�in,Solid ⋅ 𝑌𝑗,in − �̇�in,Solid ⋅ 𝑌𝑗,out + �̇�𝑗 ⋅MW𝑗 ⋅ 𝑉 = 0 (2)

More information on the sPSR model can be found in [25].

2.1. Solid-gas plug flow reactor model

In PCC, both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions take place
simultaneously along directed flows. The solid-gas plug flow reactor
(sPFR) enables the modeling of heterogeneous reactions important for
solid fuel combustion. Following the idea of the plug flow reactor
model, the sPFR model assumes no back-mixing in the flow direction,
while simultaneously presuming perfect radial mixing. A fundamental
aspect of the sPFR model is the direct coupling of the gas phase and
the solid phase. This reactor design features a constant cross-sectional
area that is shared by both phases. Similar to the solid-gas perfectly
stirred reactor [25], following assumptions regarding the solid phase
treatment are made:

• Gas and solid phases are perfectly mixed in the radial direction
and occupy different volumes.

• Particles are treated on a volumetric basis. Transport effects
between gas and solid are not explicitly modeled.

• Gas and solid phase have the same residence time and, therefore,
equal velocities.

• The density of the solid phase remains constant, although the
volume may change.

The thermodynamic state of the sPFR model is fully described by the
pressure and the gas and solid phase temperatures and compositions.
The solid composition is determined by the partial densities of the
respective solid species, described in 2.2 in more detail. As a first step,
it is assumed that the particles are completely entrained with the gas
flow, resulting in the same residence time as the gas phase. Fig. 2
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𝑚

Fig. 2. Schematic depiction (left) and mathematical model of the solid-gas plug flow reactor model (right).
shows a schematic illustration and the mass balances of each phase at
an infinitesimal volume element within the solid-gas plug flow reactor.
Starting from the single-phase PFR, the model equations describe the
mass flows �̇�𝑖,Gas of each component along an infinitesimal volume
element d𝑉 in steady state conditions:
d�̇�𝑖,Gas

d𝑉
= �̇�𝑖 ⋅MW𝑖 (3)

The mass balance equations for the gas and solid phase in the
infinitesimal volume of the sPFR model are derived in a similar manner:

�̇�𝑖,Gas
|

|

|V
− �̇�𝑖,Gas

|

|

|V+dV
+ �̇�𝑖

|

|

|V
⋅MW𝑖 ⋅ d𝑉 = 0 (4)

̇ 𝑗,Solid
|

|

|V
− �̇�𝑗,Solid

|

|

|V+dV
+ �̇�𝑗

|

|

|V
⋅MW𝑗 ⋅ d𝑉 = 0 (5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5), �̇�𝑖,Gas and �̇�𝑗,Solid denote the mass flows of
the gaseous and solid species. The formation rates �̇� and the molec-
ular weights MW take into account the change of mass flows due to
chemical reactions. This formulation allows changing the masses of
individual phases and conserving the total mass throughout the reactor.
The formation rates of gaseous species depend on gas-phase reactions
�̇�𝑖,Gas, as well as reactions involving the solid phase �̇�𝑖,GasFromSolid. On
the other hand, only solid phase reactions contribute to the formation
rates of solid species �̇�𝑗,Solid. Hence, the species mass fractions along
the reactor are given by:
d𝑌𝑖,Gas
d𝑧

= 𝐴 ⋅
MW𝑖
�̇�Gas

⋅
(

𝛼Gas ⋅ �̇�𝑖,Gas + 𝛼Solid ⋅ �̇�𝑖,GasFromSolid
)

−
𝑌𝑖,Gas
�̇�Gas

⋅
d�̇�Gas
d𝑧

(6)

d𝑌𝑗,Solid
d𝑧

= 𝐴 ⋅
MW𝑗

�̇�Solid
⋅
(

𝛼Solid ⋅ �̇�𝑗,Solid
)

−
𝑌𝑗,Solid
�̇�Solid

⋅
d�̇�Solid
d𝑧

(7)

The area fractions 𝛼Gas and 𝛼Solid of the total volume 𝑉 = 𝐴 ⋅ d𝑧, are
introduced to distinguish between the two phases. Due to the constant
cross-sectional area A of the solid-gas plug flow reactor, the volume
fractions are equal to area fractions

𝛼Gas =
𝐴Gas
𝐴

=

�̇�Gas
𝜌Gas⋅𝑣Gas

𝐴
(8)

𝛼Solid =
𝐴Solid
𝐴

=

�̇�Solid
𝜌Solid⋅𝑣Solid

𝐴
. (9)

To solve Eqs. (6) and (7), further equations accounting for the
change in the total mass flows of each phase are required.
d�̇�Gas
d𝑧

= 𝐴 ⋅ �̇�tot,GasFromSolid ⋅ 𝛼Solid (10)

d�̇�Solid
d𝑧

= 𝐴 ⋅ �̇�tot,Solid ⋅ 𝛼Solid (11)

The total formation rates �̇�tot are obtained by summing up the forma-
tion rates of all species in each phase.
3

Table 1
Ultimate analysis of Rhenish lignite used in this study [29] and characterization of
main reference coals in the CRECK-S model.

Ultimate analysis (wt-%) Reference coals (wt-%)

Carbon 77.03 COAL1 0
Hydrogen 4.85 COAL2 58.39
Oxygen 16.80 COAL3 35.80
Nitrogen 0.98 CHAR-C 5.81
Sulfur 0.34

2.2. Solid and gas phase kinetics

In order to calculate the conversion rates in the formation terms
in e.g. Eq. (6), the seamless CRECK-S-C model for the thermochemical
conversion of coal is employed. The kinetic mechanism in this work
is based on Sommariva et al. [27], which was further validated for
oxy-fuel conditions [28].

The underlying methodology of the CRECK-S model characterizes
solids using a limited number of reference species that represent the
main chemical structures in the coal [11]. A coal sample can be
described by the linear combination of the reference species in order to
satisfy the elemental mass balances. The Van Krevelen diagram in Fig. 3
shows the composition of the Rhenish lignite (RL) used in this study
in relation to the respective reference species. Using triangulation, the
Rhenish lignite is characterized by the monomers COAL-2, COAL-3 as
well as CHAR-C. Table 1 reports the coals ultimate analysis and model
characterization. More detailed information on the characterization of
the solids within the CRECK-S model can be found in [11,27,28].

Each reference species has independent reaction pathways within
the CRECK-S model. The reaction pathways take into account pyrolysis,
char formation and the heterogeneous processes of char oxidation
and gasification. The CRECK-S model calculates the heterogeneous
reactions on a volumetric basis. To account for changing surface struc-
tures, as well as intra-pore diffusion, an effectiveness factor is applied
to the metaplast and char oxidation reactions, for more information
see [28,30]. Due to the detailed description of the gases released from
the solids, the solid mechanism can be directly coupled with a detailed
gas phase mechanism [28]. The complete kinetic mechanism applied
in this work contains 192 gaseous and 42 solid species, encompassing
around 2500 gas-phase reactions and 95 solid reactions.

2.3. CRN modeling

The newly developed sPFR model is implemented in the academic
code NetSMOKE [13] within the scope of this work. The solver, which
is based on OpenSMOKE++ [31] libraries, already utilizes model equa-
tions for single-phase reactors, such as the PFR and PSR, as well as the
recently introduced sPSR. NetSMOKE has successfully been applied to
single-phase combustion under oxy-fuel atmospheres [13] as well as the
multi-phase gasification of biomass [25].
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Fig. 3. Van Krevelen diagram depicting the location of CRECK-S reference species. The
location of Rhenish Lignite (RL), the coal sample used in this study, is shown in red.
Source: Adapted from [10].

The mathematical description of the entire reactor network results
in a system of non-linear equations. If recycle streams occur, the input
of affected units can depend on the output of downstream units and
a global solution method has to be employed. Therefore, different
solution algorithms are implemented to meet the desired computational
and numerical requirements. Partitioning and sorting algorithms from
the Boost Graph Library (BGL) [32] divide the network into strongly
connected components (SCC) by identifying tear streams and an ap-
propriate order for solving units within a SCC. With the sequential
modular (SM) approach, each unit is solved in a given order from the
inlet to the outlet of the respective SCC. A fully-coupled solution is
obtained with an equation-oriented (EO) approach. In this study, the
SCCs are solved employing both an SM approach and subsequently a
fully-coupled approach to ensure overall convergence. For more details
about the NetSMOKE algorithm, see [13,31].

3. Darmstadt laboratory-scale combustion chamber

Fig. 4 depicts the Darmstadt laboratory-scale combustion chamber.
Pure gas flames and gas-assisted solid fuel flames, are investigated
under air and oxy-fuel conditions. The combustion chamber has a cross
4

section of 420 × 420 mm2 with a height of 600 mm and operates
under ambient pressures. Three inlets enter the combustion chamber
from the top. The primary flow consists of a methane-oxidizer mixture
and carries the pulverized solid fuel into the combustion chamber.
The secondary flow provides additional oxidizer and enters through
inclined channels leading to a swirled flow facilitating flame stabiliza-
tion. A tertiary flow is added at the top of the combustion chamber
to provide additional oxidizer for the char reactions [8,34]. The flue
gases, together with solid residues, exit the combustor through an
annular orifice. Due to the reduced length of the combustion chamber,
incomplete particle burnout is to be expected.

Optical accessibility of the chamber body allows for optical diag-
nostics. Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) measure-
ments were carried out to investigate the thermochemical state of the
flue gas, providing molar concentrations of major gas species, namely
CO2, H2O, and CO as a pollutant [35]. Moreover, global residence time
distributions (RTD) were measured by injecting an inert, gaseous tracer
into the primary flow and measuring the time-resolved concentration
at the outlet. It is assumed that the coal particles are entrained with
the gas flow and therefore have similar residence times [34]. The
RTD provides a global description of the flow inside the system under
consideration [18].

In addition to the variety of experimental data, detailed LES studies
have been carried out [8,29]. Here, solid fuel particles were modeled in
an Euler-Lagrangian approach. The flamelet-based tabulation approach
was employed to take into account detailed gas-phase kinetics within
the LES. To describe solid fuel combustion, simplified models for the
devolatilization and char reactions were employed. The flow and tem-
perature fields of the LES study are consistent with insights from the
experiments [8]. Thus the available data from CFD and experiments
can be used in a hybrid approach to construct a corresponding CRN.

In combination with an assisting 20 kW methane flame, RL is
combusted under oxy-fuel conditions consisting of 30 vol.-%O2 and
70 vol.-%CO2, resulting in a combined thermal output of 40 kW. These
operating conditions will be referred to as RL30. Table 2 reports the
mass flows and inlet compositions for the RL30 operation point. More
specific information about the operating points is available in [8,35].

4. Results

The solid-gas plug flow reactor and the solid-gas perfectly stirred
reactor are applied in a chemical reactor network model for the gas-
assisted swirl combustor. Starting from the manual design process
of the multi-phase CRN based on experimental and CFD data, the
Fig. 4. Experimental configuration of the solid fuel combustion chamber [33].
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Fig. 5. Flow and temperature fields from CFD: (a) Identified recirculation zones and compartments of the combustor.(b) Simplified representation of the first chemical reactor
network model (RN1) based on Trespi et al. [13]. For the sake of simplicity, the mixer and splitter units are not explicitly shown.

Fig. 6. Quarl region and inner recirculation zone from CFD (a) and the corresponding representation within the reactor network (b).
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Table 2
Inlet composition and mass flow for the RL30 operating point.

�̇�gas (kg s−1) �̇�solid (kg s−1) YCH4
(–) YO2

(–) YCO2
(–)

Primary flow 3.85×10−3 9.28×10−4 0.105 0.213 0.682
Secondary flow 5.56×10−3 – 0.000 0.238 0.762
Tertiary flow 2.15×10−2 – 0.000 0.238 0.762

Fig. 7. RTD of the CRN obtained by the optimization procedure (black) compared to
he experimental curve (red).

otentials and challenges of the approach are discussed. The prediction
f major gaseous species and the sensitivity-based design targeting
O emissions are presented and discussed afterward. Finally, the ad-
antages of detailed chemistry within the reactor networks will be
mphasized through an analysis of different pollutants.

.1. Initial reactor network design

Following Trespi et al. [13], the detailed description of the flow and
emperature fields is used to identify macro zones to divide the complex
ombustor volume into functional compartments. As highlighted in
ig. 5(a), distinct recirculation zones can be identified inside of the
ombustor. The main flow characteristics of the multi-phase operating
ondition are similar to the single-phase operating condition [8,13].
esides the characteristic inner recirculation zone (IRZ), marked as
in Fig. 5(a), three other recirculation zones can be detected in the

ombustor. Compartment E represents the external recirculation zone
ERZ), which arises from the tertiary flow. Further downstream, the
ost-flame recirculation zone (PFRZ) and the near-bottom recirculation
one (NBRZ) intensify further mixing of exhaust gases and partially
urned-out particles. In Fig. 5(a), these compartments are labeled as
and D.
sPSRs approximate recirculation zones within the multi-phase CRN.

he remaining volumes with directional streamlines, e.g. in compart-
ent B, are modeled with the newly developed sPFR. Based on the

rajectory of streamlines, the boundaries of compartments are approxi-
ated. In general, it has to be ensured that the sum of compartmental

olumes is equal to the total volume of the modeled combustor. Fol-
owing the first division of compartments considering the flow field,
dditional information on the temperature field is incorporated to
et the reactor temperatures. Since the reactor temperature plays an
mportant role in predicting the chemical conversion within a com-
artment correctly, compartments are further divided in case of large
emperature variations. Fig. 5(b) depicts the simplified structure of the
nitial multi-phase CRN (RN1). The high-temperature regions of plug
low located downstream of the IRZ and adjacent to the ERZ emphasize
6

Fig. 8. CO2 and Burnout determined with three different solid temperatures in the
respective reactor network compared to single-phase CRN (SP) from Trespi et al. [13].
1: CRN with solid temperatures from CFD. 2: RN1. 3: CRN close to complete burnout.

Fig. 9. Gas from solid particles due to Pyrolysis and Char Reactions in each reactor
of RN1.

the need of an accurate representation in the reactor network that
considers the flow entrained with solid particles in these areas.

Further attention needs to be directed to the modeling of the quarl
and the IRZ. Complex physical processes, such as the heat-up of solid
particles and the associated devolatilization primarily occur in these
regions of the combustor. The particle size strongly affects the heating
rates [8]. It is important to note that the solid phase is modeled as
one single volume within the solid-gas reactors. Applying temperature
profiles on sPFR units allows for a more accurate representation of the
particle’s heat up in straight flows. Fig. 6 provides an enlarged view of
the quarl and the IRZ from CFD and their corresponding representation
within the CRN. In addition to the previously introduced solid-gas
reactor models, auxiliary units in the form of nodes are incorporated
to represent mixing and splitting. The primary and secondary streams
enter through the quarl. Due to the swirled secondary flow, the charac-
teristic IRZ is formed. A notable portion of the flow bypasses the highly
mixed zone, as shown by the streamlines. Hence, especially smaller
particles are dragged towards the walls, instead of passing the IRZ
initially. The inlet flow is divided and directed through two separate
sPFRs within the CRN. The reactor R2 accounts for the bypass flow,
whereas R1 directs a part of the inlet flow into the IRZ (R3). The
resulting mixture from the bypass flow and the recirculation zone is
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Fig. 10. Major species at the outlet of the CRN compared to results from the experiments [35] and CFD [8].

Fig. 11. Sensitivity studies with respect to gas and solid temperature variations of ±5/10% in each reactor and their impact on CO emissions at the outlet of RN1. Top: Variations
in gas temperatures. Bottom: Variations in solid temperatures.
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Fig. 12. Further analyses of the sensitivity studies considering R6 and R8 with respect to solid temperature variations of ±10%: CO concentrations (Top) and Char gases (Bottom)
t the outlets of each reactor downstream from R6 through R10.
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ixed. Subsequently, it enters another sPFR (R5) and is partly recycled
ack into the IRZ.

During the gas-assisted combustion of the lignite, the local temper-
tures vary between the two respective phases. After entering the quarl
he gases heat up rapidly, reaching a maximum of approximately 1600
around the IRZ and cooling down afterward. The solid phase exhibits
slower heating process and reaches its highest temperature further

ownstream, leading to a shift of the reaction zone compared to the
ingle phase operation, as discussed in detail in previous works [8,13].
ue to the differences in gas and solid temperatures, a separate defini-

ion of temperatures for the respective phases is expected to improve
rediction compared to defining a single temperature for both phases
n one reactor. The solid temperature profile was derived from CFD
ata [8].

To capture the global flow behavior within the CRN [18], it is
nsured that the CRN has the same RTD as the experimental reference.
he RTD of the CRN is determined by the residence times of the

ndividual reactors. Assuming a fixed reactor volume, the residence
imes depend on the flow splitting ratios inside the network, which
epresent a free parameter in the system. The splitting ratios are
ptimized to minimize the difference of RTD obtained from the network
nd experiment [36]. Therefore, the RTDs of the solid and gaseous
hases are assumed to be equal, according to experiments [34]. The
RN calculation is included within the optimization routine to account

or changes in gas mass flows due to heterogeneous reactions. Fig. 7
llustrates the experimental RTD and the optimized RTD of the reactor
etwork. The experimental curve can be matched with the optimiza-
ion routine, ensuring an accurate representation of the global flow
haracteristics with the CRN.
8

.2. Particle conversion and flue gas composition

Accurately capturing the solid burnout within the CRN is of primary
nterest since the progress of coal conversion directly influences the
omposition of the major gaseous species as well as the thermal output
n the real application. Since the solid kinetics are modeled using
rrhenius-type rate constants, the solid temperature is the critical
arameter for solid conversion. The profile from CFD represents an
verage temperature profile over many different particle sizes, which
re not considered within the CRN. Since the average profile is mass
ased, larger particles are overrepresented. Due to the slower heat up
f the larger particles, the average solid temperatures in the upper
ortion of the reactor do not represent the heat up of smaller parti-
les accurately. Therefore, three CRN simulations with different solid
emperatures have been carried out to determine a reasonable burnout
or this configuration.

Fig. 8 depicts the CO2 concentrations and the burnout rates of the
hree cases. In addition, the results of the single-phase CRN, referred to
s SP, reported by Trespi et al. [13], are depicted to provide a compar-
son with CO2 emissions in the absence of burnout. Case 1 represents
N1 with solid temperatures assigned from the mass based average
FD profile. The solid temperatures of reactors located in the upper
art of the combustor in Case 2 are chosen higher compared to Case 1
o accurately represent solid conversion, especially devolatilization, in
hese regions. In Case 3, the highest solid temperatures are assigned,
eading to a nearly complete burnout of the coal particles. A direct
orrelation between the burnout and CO2 emissions is evident. The

burnout estimated in Case 1 is approximately 50%, almost entirely due
to the release of volatiles and hardly any char conversion. Therefore,
similar CO concentrations are observed compared to the single-phase
2
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operating point. The total burnout of RL determined in Case 2 is
about 70%. Incomplete burnout is plausible due to the length of the
combustion chamber, which leads to short residence times that are
insufficient for complete char conversion. For further analysis of RN1,
the solid temperatures from Case 2 are used throughout the rest of the
study.

Within the reactor networks, the amount of volatiles and char gases
in each reactor can be estimated. For this purpose, the sum of gas
species formation rates from the corresponding pyrolysis and char
reactions, as calculated within the CRECK-S model, are evaluated. Thus,
the resulting mass flow of the gases that is released by the solids into
the gas phase can be calculated via the reactor volume. Fig. 9 shows
the amount of gases released by the coal due to pyrolysis (red) and char
reactions (black) in each reactor of the considered CRN.

A clear separation between devolatilization and char burnout is
noticeable. As previously mentioned, it is known from CFD that a
large share of particles first follows the flow towards the wall and
bypasses the recirculation zone. Thus, fresh particles enter reactor R2
and experience a rapid heat-up due to the high temperatures in the
IRZ. The high heating rates lead to a significant devolatilization in the
quarl region, which is consistent with the reference LES [8]. While the
pyrolysis is finished, the char conversion is still incomplete. The slower
char reactions occur further downstream, mostly in reactors R6, R7 and
R8. The CRECK-S model facilitates the parallel description of pyrolysis
and char conversion reactions and their contribution to CO production
in e.g. R6. Due to the lower temperatures in this area, only marginal
char conversion occurs in the reactors located near the outlet of the
combustion chamber. Since the laboratory-scale combustor has been
specially designed for optical access, lower temperatures are present in
its lower portion.

Fig. 10 shows the composition of major species and CO from RN1
compared to experimental data [35] and LES [8] at the outlet of the
combustion chamber. The oxygen mole fraction and local gas con-
centrations are not available from measurements; further information
can be found in [35]. The measurement of local gas concentrations
from non-intrusive, state-of-the-art measurements remain challenging
in comparable multi-phase systems as can be seen in e.g. [7,37]. In
general, the major species can be predicted satisfactorily with the multi-
phase CRN, also considering the uncertainties from experiments [35].
Compared to the single phase operating condition [38] considering a
20 kW methane flame only, the flue gas contains higher mole fractions
of CO2 and H2O. This contribution of the solid fuel to the thermo-
chemical state of the exhaust gas can be reproduced by the CRN.
Compared to CFD, RN1 predicts the CO mole fraction more accurately,
highlighting the importance of detailed kinetics for predicting pollutant
formation. However, CO formation is still underpredicted compared to
the experiments, which will be further investigated next.

Trespi et al. [13] demonstrated that an increased network com-
plexity leads to a better prediction of species due to better resolving
temperature variations. For instance, the macro zones C (R6) and D
(R8) in Fig. 5 with large temperature variations are modeled as single
sPFRs. Since the reactors are isothermal, a constant velocity profile and
an average temperature for the entire region are assumed. Hence, the
strong temperature variations, which influence the formation and con-
sumption of minor species, are not captured sufficiently. In addition,
under- or over-predicting particle conversion by specifying inaccurate
temperatures could significantly affect the CO in the gas-phase.

4.3. Sensitivity-based network improvements

To improve predictions of CO, the impact of local reactor tempera-
tures as a source of uncertainty within the CRN, affecting the gas-phase
chemistry and particle conversion, is further investigated. Therefore,
sensitivity studies with respect to an increase and decrease in the gas
and solid temperatures on CO emissions are carried out. The gas phase
and solid temperatures are varied by ±5% and ±10% in each reactor,
9

Fig. 13. Simplified representation of the improved CRN (RN2) based on findings of
the sensitivity analyses.

respectively. The impact of the temperature variation is assessed by
comparing the change in CO emissions of the corresponding CRN with
the reference case RN1.

Fig. 11 depicts the results of the sensitivity study with respect to
gas temperatures (top) and solid temperatures (bottom), respectively.
In general, CO emissions are sensitive to temperature changes in both
phases. A nonlinear behavior of CO emissions for temperature varia-
tions from 5 to 10 percent is evident, particularly in reactor R8. The
temperature changes of the reactors around the PFRZ, represented by
compartment C in Fig. 5(a), indicate a high sensitivity. In particu-
lar, the gas phase temperatures in reactors R7 and R8 prove to be
critical for the CO emissions at the exit of the combustion chamber.
Significant temperature variations occur in the gas phase in the region
surrounding the PFRZ. As depicted in Fig. 9, char conversion mainly
takes place in reactors R6, R7, and R8, resulting in CO formation. Here,
lower gas phase temperatures result in reduced CO consumption, as
evidenced by the increased CO emissions at the outlet. Conversely,
higher gas temperatures lead to increased CO consumption. For the
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Fig. 14. Major species at the outlet of the RN2 compared to results from RN1, experiments [35] and CFD [8].
solid temperature variations, the reactor with the highest sensitivity
to a temperature change is again R8. A contrasting trend is noticeable
regarding the temperature variations in reactors R6 and R8. While
the CO emissions at the outlet of the CRN decrease in the case of an
increased temperature in R6, higher CO emissions are evident in the
case of a temperature increase in R8.

This distinct behavior will be analyzed further, by examining the
sensitivity studies regarding solid temperature variations of ±10% in R6
and R8 in more detail. Fig. 12 displays the concentrations of CO and the
amount of char gases in each reactor downstream of R6. The particle
conversion directly influences the CO concentration in the respective
reactor, explaining the varying CO concentrations through the variation
of solid temperatures. At an elevated solid temperature in R6, the
largest amount of char is already converted in R6, which is reflected
in the increased CO concentrations. Further downstream negligible
conversion occurs, resulting in a marginal amount of CO from the solid
conversion. Simultaneously, CO is consumed further due to gas phase
reactions. For decreased solid temperatures in R6, there is reduced
conversion in that reactor. The unconverted solid is then predominantly
converted in R7 and R8. As a result, CO is released later and consumed
less in the gas phase. The CO generated in R8 reacts only marginally
in R9 and R10 due to the low gas-phase temperatures, leading to an
increased CO concentration at the outlet of the combustion chamber.
This behavior also explains the higher CO concentrations in case of an
increased solid temperature in R8.

A refinement of the CRN based on the sensitivities is performed
to better resolve temperature variations within the reactor network.
The network complexity is increased by further refining regions, where
10

single reactors exhibit the highest sensitivities with respect to gas-phase
temperatures. Compared to RN1, these areas are modeled with addi-
tional solid-gas plug flow reactors (R6, R8, R9, R11, R13) to capture
the effects of varying temperatures on CO formation. Fig. 13 illustrates
the modifications, resulting in a new reactor network (RN2). Since a
higher number of reactors and more auxiliary units are used for mixing
and splitting, the processes inside the combustion chamber can be
represented more accurately. Again, the splitting ratios are optimized to
resemble the global flow behavior from the experiments. The optimized
RTD curve for RN2 closely corresponds with the experimental RTD
curve, similar to RN1. For the sake of brevity, the optimized curve is
not displayed.

Fig. 14 shows the results for the optimized RN2. The more com-
plex RN2 matches the experimental CO concentration in the flue gas
accurately, compared to RN1 and the CFD. The better resolution of
gas-phase temperature variations in the vicinity of the reaction zone
increases the predictivity regarding CO emissions. For the solid phase,
char conversion is now distributed over a larger share of reactors.
On the other hand, small changes in the major species can be ob-
served. These differences can be attributed to a slightly lower burnout
compared to RN1, resulting in marginally lower CO2 concentrations
and more oxygen left at the outlet of the chamber. This approach
demonstrates how a sensitive-based approach can improve CO predic-
tions without significantly increasing the computational effort. Hence,
a further increase of network complexity is not envisaged, especially
since RN2 is able to accurately predict CO emissions.

Overall, the sensitivity studies reveal the reactors crucial to CO
formation and consumption. Especially in regions approximated with
plug flow reactors, the release of CO from char gases and its subsequent
conversion in the gas phase have a significant impact on the overall CO

emissions of reactor networks with varying degrees of complexity.
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Fig. 15. Sensitivity studies with respect to gas and solid temperature variations of ±5/10% in each reactor and their impact on NO emissions at the outlet of RN1. Top: Variations
in gas temperatures. Bottom: Variations in solid temperatures.
Fig. 16. Concentrations of selected pollutants at the outlet of RN1 and RN2.
4.4. Further pollutant analysis

After determining the residence times and temperatures of reac-
tors based on CO emissions, the use of detailed kinetic mechanisms
in reactor networks enables the prediction of other relevant minor
11

species. Further common pollutants found in coal combustion, such as
nitric oxides (NOx), sulfur oxides (SOx), and aromatic components are
investigated in the following.

The primary source of NO in coal combustion is fuel-bound nitro-
gen, particularly in oxy-fuel combustion, while thermal and prompt
NO play a minor role due to lower partial pressure of N2 and lower

temperatures (<1800 K) [2,39,40]. Fig. 15 depicts the results of the
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sensitivity analysis of RN1 to investigate NO formation within the
multi-phase CRN. Lower sensitivities to temperature variations are gen-
erally observed in both phases, compared to CO. As anticipated, there
are only minor sensitivities to gas phase temperatures and considerably
higher sensitivities to solid temperatures. In the CRECK-S model, NO
is formed from volatiles such as NH3 or HCN and the oxidation of
nitrogen present in char. Solid temperature variations in the reactors
that represent the reaction zone, as with CO formation, are crucial to
NO formation.

To provide an overview of minor species prediction, Fig. 16 presents
a comparison of selected pollutants at the outlets of RN1 and RN2.
When compared to CO, concentrations of NOx and SOx are within the
same order of magnitude and are hardly affected by the increasing
network complexity. Aromatic components, represented by benzene
(C6H6) and naphthalene (C10H8) are below the parts per billion range
nd could be further coupled to advanced models to predict soot
ormation.

. Conclusions

A multi-phase reactor network was developed and applied to a
aboratory-scale combustor in the context of solid oxy-fuel combustion
sing detailed kinetic mechanisms for the gas and solid phase. Fur-
hermore, this work introduced a novel reactor type (sPFR), enabling
he combined description of solid, and gas phases in one reactor to
epresent straight flow patterns. Detailed insights on the thermal and
luid dynamic aspects from CFD and experiments were transferred into
he design of the corresponding CRN.

With these developments in CRN modeling, global as well as local
haracteristics of the pulverized coal combustion under oxy-fuel con-
itions are well captured within a multi-phase reactor network. The
esults show that the thermochemical state of major gaseous species
an be predicted satisfactorily. Simultaneously, properties of the solids,
uch as burnout and release of volatiles, are consistent with experi-
ents and CFD. A sensitivity study revealed the contributions of the

as and solid phase to the CO formation, which was under-predicted
ith the initial CRN. Significant improvements in the prediction of CO
missions were achieved with a sensitivity-based network design. This
pproach enables the analysis of CO emissions as well as minor species
ike NOx and SOx, demonstrating the potential of detailed kinetics in
ulti-phase combustion.

Future works could adapt the reactor network approach to examine
olid fuel combustion processes employing biomass or metal fuels in
omplex burner configurations. A further enhancement of the approach
n terms of repetitive engineering is an automated CRN design based on
FD data, considering local information on gas phase as well as solid
hase characteristics.
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